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Mount Royal University is located in the traditional
territories of the Niitsitapi (Blackfoot) and the people
of the Treaty 7 region in southern Alberta, which
includes the Siksika, the Piikani, the Kainai, the
Tsuut’ina and the Îyârhe Nakoda. We are situated
on land where the Bow River meets the Elbow
River. The traditional Blackfoot name of this place is
“Mohkinstsis,” which we now call the city of Calgary.
The city of Calgary is also home to the Métis Nation.
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A message from
the President and
Vice-Chancellor
Opening Minds and Changing Lives is Mount

framework is the important first step towards a

for 2021 to 2026: a roadmap for our future. This

by a sophisticated network of aligned and

Royal University’s strategic planning framework
planning framework captures what is core to
MRU — our vision, mission and values — and

provides the strategic direction we need to build
and update all other University plans. Unlike
traditional strategic plans which were often

presented as both final and finite, Opening Minds
and Changing Lives is just the beginning.

Through a year and a half of the global pandemic,
our work and our perspectives have changed. As
we look ahead to Mount Royal’s future, we’re no

longer content to do things as they’ve always been
done. Against all odds, we have thrived through
the unknown by working together and learning
new skills. We are changed, and our way of

planning is poised to change as well. This strategic
planning framework will support the important
work that lays ahead.

Strategic planning should be an evergreen
process that is never truly complete. This
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future state at MRU where our work is guided

interconnected planning documents, including

cross-institutional strategies, divisional and faculty
plans, and the like.

Throughout the pandemic, I have held such
gratitude for the resilience of our campus

community. I want to thank everyone who

participated in the development of this strategic
framework, from the leaders involved in

developing the initial content, to the students,

faculty, staff and alumni who engaged — with open
minds — at key points in the process. Your insights
and feedback have been invaluable.

Opening Minds and Changing Lives is aspirational,
and I hope you find it inspirational as well. As we

establish a new way of planning at MRU, Opening
Minds and Changing Lives will remain our

touchstone, where we return again and again.

Introduction
At Mount Royal University, we actively prepare for

Minds and Changing Lives sets out a new vision

depends on proactive preparation today. After

to capture how we will achieve it. It commits to

the future, in recognition that our future success

110 years Mount Royal remains ideally positioned

to thrive. Recognizing the local and global realities
we face today, we will continue to evolve in
response to our challenges.

Mount Royal’s future success requires us to pay
attention to two related factors. First, we must

stay the course on existing programs, activities

and initiatives where we are already experiencing

for Mount Royal University, and a new mission

fostering an aspirational culture through a focus

on the core values of transformation, belonging,
boldness, inquisitiveness and authenticity. It

comprises five strategic directions intended to
inspire and inform how we will come together
to meet the challenges that lie ahead. It also

affirms our enduring commitment to academic

excellence, student success and inclusion for all.

great success. Second, we must enhance

We will work together to explore new possibilities

Simultaneously we must leverage our strengths

short-term and long-term decisions that align with

developing programs, activities and initiatives.
and find new avenues for increasing our local

and global impact. These priorities define our
strategic direction.

Opening Minds and Changing Lives renews our
commitment to strategic planning and charts a

fresh and relevant path forward. This document
reflects the work of our University community

over the past many months and is the result of a

collaborative and consultative process. Opening

and new ways of doing things to make better

our vision. We will align our resource planning
to these new possibilities and improve our

operations along the way to build a sustainable

future. Throughout, we will communicate with our
campus and the broader community, illustrating

our progress in how we are achieving our vision by
staying true to our values and remaining focused
on our strategic direction, consciously and
deliberately, in everything we do.
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Vision

Opening minds and changing lives

Mission
To provide meaningful and engaged

learning opportunities that create individual
transformation and societal benefit
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Who we are:
our current state
Mount Royal University, situated in an ancient and

We have seen significant expansion of our

Niitsitapi (Blackfoot), Îyârhe Nakoda, Tsuut’ina

Library and Learning Centre and the Taylor Centre

storied place within the hereditary lands of the
and Métis Nations, is a community committed
to quality undergraduate education that puts

students first. We are a welcoming and supportive
place where students, faculty, staff and the

broader community come together to learn, work,
connect and grow. We recognize the multitude
of experiences and knowledge of cultures

that diverse communities bring to the learning
experiences of students and to the University

overall. We have a well-deserved reputation for
student satisfaction and belonging, fostered

through a commitment to academic excellence in
undergraduate education.

Founded in 1910, Mount Royal College opened

its doors a year later to 179 students. Since then,

Mount Royal has grown into a renowned university
and a beloved Calgary institution, welcoming

some 14,000 students each year. Since becoming
a university in 2009, we have seen dramatic shifts
at Mount Royal. We have gone from delivering
primarily access and transfer programming to

nearly 70% of our students in bachelor’s degrees.
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campus, including the opening of the Riddell

for the Performing Arts. We were awarded the
Ashoka Changemaker Campus designation,

recognizing that we are a leader in the area of
social innovation and changemaking.

Our community has become more diverse

than ever before, with growing Indigenous and
international enrolment. We recognize that to

continue to succeed as an institution, we must do
more to celebrate diversity and expand access
and opportunity for equity-deserving groups.

As we envision our future, we must consider the
environment in which we operate. There are

many challenges ahead that can affect our future
aspirations. The needs of our community are

changing at an accelerated pace, impacted by the
societal, environmental and economic issues of

our time. These changes are disrupting the ways
in which we learn, work and live.

While much has changed during the past century,

what has never changed is our fierce commitment
to teaching excellence. Mount Royal is a teaching

and knowledge-pursuing community, built on a

reputation of providing students an exceptional
undergraduate education within a caring

community. With a foundation in broad liberal

education, students develop marketable skills and
a capacity for lifelong learning that prepares them
for a fast-evolving future. Our students are the
centre of what we do.

More than a century after it was written, our

founders’ vision for Mount Royal still rings true:

we are a community drawn together in a common
endeavour to learn. Our foundational strength

and key to our success is rooted in our people: our
distinguished faculty, our exceptional students,
our talented and committed staff members,
our accomplished alumni and our engaged

community partners. We are about opening minds
and changing lives, providing students with the
critical skills and practical experience through

undergraduate research and experiential learning
opportunities that prepare them to contribute to,

and succeed in, an increasingly complex and everchanging world.
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Values
Mount Royal University recognizes the
importance of creating an aspirational
culture with shared, deeply held

community values to support the

achievement of our mission and vision.

Shared values serve as guiding principles
or beliefs that shape our decisions and

actions. We are committed to fostering
a safe and healthy environment that

empowers our campus community to live
by our shared values as we work to fulfill
our mission and vision.
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Transformation

Inquisitiveness

» We are positive and future‑focused with the

» We appreciate knowledge is limitless and

» We face changes in the world with courage,

» We recognize critical thought is the basis of

» We provide an educational experience that

» We value dialogue and inquiry rooted in free

energy to create and lead

connection and capability

empowers students to succeed and have an
impact in an evolving world

Belonging
» We celebrate the diversity of people, culture
and ideas by fostering a safe and inclusive
campus

» We meet students where they are, providing

continually seek to learn

education and encourage new perspectives
expression, together with civility, mutual
respect and empathy

» We pursue scholarly inquiry through research
and innovation to inform teaching and

contribute to the advancement of knowledge
and practice

» We help students understand the world so they
may apply their knowledge for societal good

an education and experience accessible to all

» We support people to become who they want

to be, through academic and personal growth

» We are rooted in the Calgary community and
we welcome the world to experience MRU

Boldness
» We are risk-takers and changemakers:

courageous, collaborative and confident

» We are ambitious and comfortable

challenging traditional expectations

» We offer a space to enable people to become
who they want to be, on their journey of

Authenticity
» We know who we are and seek to change and
grow in a uniquely MRU way

» We proudly pursue a path in post-secondary
education that puts undergraduate students
first

» We admire people who, as part of their MRU
legacy, are true to themselves and make a

positive impact in the lives of others, in their
communities and in the world

» We have a 100-year legacy of service and will
thrive for many years to come

self‑discovery

» We view challenges as opportunities to adapt
through new ways of thinking and doing
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Strategic
directions
Taken together, our strategic
directions guide our future
planning and decision

making. Though listed in

this order, they are of equal

importance and intersect to

enhance our strengths while

rising to meet the challenges
to inspire and inform how

we will fulfill our mission and

vision over the next five years.

Direction: Provide a
transformative education
We will transform minds in order to

transform our community and our world.
We will produce the graduates our

community, our city, and our province

needs. Through our commitment to liberal
education, students will develop the

critical thinking and reasoning skills they

need not only to succeed in their first job,
but throughout their lives.

Through our commitment to experiential
learning in all its forms, we will give

students the practical experience they

need to succeed in today’s ever-changing
world. Through opportunities like workintegrated learning, students will bring
new thinking, creativity and innovation

to industry, government and community
organizations.

We will continue to internationalize our
University, through our curriculum and
growth of our international enrolment.

We will provide domestic students access
to international experiences, including
exchange programs.
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Direction: Strengthen
diverse communities

Direction: Innovate for
a dynamic future

We want all students, faculty and staff to

We will provide a contemporary and relevant learning

accepted and valued at our University.

all our programs. We will continue to respond to the

feel that they belong, and that they are

We will provide a positive and accepting
learning environment and workplace
by removing barriers to learning and
providing support to students
and employees.

environment for students by embracing innovation in

tremendous impact of technology on our everyday lives,
and prepare graduates for a future we can now only

barely glimpse. We will adopt emerging technologies
and delivery methods tailored to meet the future
educational and professional needs of learners.

We will build capacity for intercultural

Recognizing that defining an aspirational culture is not

respect among students, faculty and

and ensure a supportive environment where boldness

understanding, empathy and mutual

staff. We will strengthen and expand our
relationships with diverse communities
in order to grow our knowledge and

understanding and to help create equity
and inclusion on our campus.

We acknowledge the genocide done

to Indigenous peoples by colonization
and the trauma inflicted by the

residential school system and the

public education system, including

universities. We support the ongoing
work of reconciliation, including the

objectives set out in the report of the

Truth and Reconciliation Commission of
Canada. Through the implementation

of our Indigenous Strategic Plan, we will
continue to Indigenize and decolonize
Mount Royal University.

enough, we will bring together diverse perspectives
and responsible risk-taking are encouraged. We will

ensure employees have the skills and tools necessary to
thrive in an innovative workplace.

We will develop new programs, founded in our current
strengths, that meet the needs of the students and
employers of the future. We will explore new types

of credentials that supplement degree programs in

ways that students and alumni need to succeed in their
chosen fields and to contribute to their communities
both locally and around the world. We will continue
to provide flexibility and access to post-secondary
education to Alberta learners.

Recognizing the unprecedented pace of change in

post-secondary education in Alberta, in Canada and
across the world, we will continue to diversify our

revenue sources, leverage technology and implement
operational efficiencies to ensure our continued
environmental, social and fiscal sustainability.
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Direction: Foster a
culture of inquiry
We will expand research and
scholarship and seek new

opportunities for interdisciplinary

research and partnerships. We will

continue to strengthen Mount Royal’s
reputation as an undergraduate
university in which students can

gain valuable research experience

through participation in cutting-edge
faculty research.

Direction: Enhance impact
through meaningful
connections
Going back to our century-long roots, Mount
Royal has always been part of the broader

community. We have employed community
service learning as a teaching and learning

practice for more than twenty years through
community-based projects where students
apply academic theories and processes.

Through mutually beneficial connections with
communities, we work together to make a

We will build upon our success in

difference in the community and address real-

through growth in Tri-Agency funding

We will remain true to this history by building on

attaining external funding, particularly
and Canada Research Chairs. We
will continue to strengthen our

infrastructure to support all forms of

research, scholarship and community
engagement taking place across our
campus community.

world challenges and opportunities.

and expanding our existing partnerships with

government, other post-secondary institutions,
businesses, employers, Indigenous nations,

communities and alumni. We will become even
more integral to local, provincial, national and
global communities, broadening our impact

in addressing inequalities in our communities,

creating and applying knowledge for the greater
public good, and preparing students for lives of
continued service.
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Development of the
plan and consultation
The development of the current plan has taken
nearly two years, and was informed by several
campus groups alongside multiple rounds

of community consultation. The start of the

COVID-19 pandemic in March 2020 unfortunately

delayed work on the plan, but it also allowed us to
reassess our assumptions and make sure the plan
was appropriately designed to respond to the
challenges of the future.

Work began in July 2019 with introductory

conversations with Deans’ Council, a newly

established senior leadership body created

after Mount Royal’s move into Part 1 of the Post-

Deans’ Council and discussed with the Board of
Governors at an all-day strategy session.

In October 2020, MRU’s Office of Institutional

Research and Planning (OIRP) was established and
given a mandate to lead strategic planning, and

to guide the plan to completion by the end of the

2020/21 academic year. The document was shared
with Deans’ Council in March 2021, and with the

full community and GFC for consultation in April

2021. This feedback was incorporated in May 2021
and the final strategic plan was approved by the
Board of Governors in June 2021.

secondary Learning Act (PSLA). Detailed work on
the institution’s mission, vision and values took

place with Deans’ Council in September 2019 and
was followed in November 2019 by facilitated
drop-in sessions with University Leadership
Group, students, faculty and staff. Deans’

Council consolidated this feedback in January

2020 and an open forum for campus community
and alumni feedback was made available in

February 2020. In March 2020, when COVID-19
was declared a global pandemic by the World

Health Organization, work slowed, but continued.
In September 2020, goals were shared with
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What comes
next?

Strategic planning
framework

Opening Minds and Changing Lives is a

This figure provides a visual representation of

the next five years of institutional planning by

At the centre of the framework, guiding all our

foundational document intended to guide

identifying MRU’s overall aspirations. Successful
implementation requires the continued

engagement and contribution of the Mount

Royal community. Through an inclusive planning

framework, the next phase of work begins in Fall
2021 with a consultative, institutional process to

develop specific goals, outcomes and measures

that will form the second phase of this institutional
strategic plan. Thereafter, leaders across the
University will work with their teams to build
the interlinked divisional, faculty and cross-

institutional plans that will define the contributing

goals, outcomes and measures through which our
vision will be advanced.

Mount Royal’s strategic planning framework.

planning initiatives, are our vision, mission and

values. Through this, we show our commitment
to students, faculty, staff and our broader

community. The strategic directions in this

document will lead to the development of goals,
outcomes and measures in the next phase of
planning in Fall 2021.

In the fourth circle, we show the relationship

between the University Strategic Plan and the
three high-level planning documents for the

university: our Academic Plan, Research and

Scholarship Plan and Indigenous Strategic Plan.

Other cross-institutional plans, whether developed
already or in development, follow. Divisional and

faculty plans are on the outermost planning circle.
Other than the University Strategic Plan at the

centre of the framework, the ordering does not

indicate hierarchy or priority, but rather the various
roles the plans play. The plans must connect with
one another to be effective.

Finally, governance, which is not a plan but a

principle, is represented on the outermost circle.

As it is the process by which the University makes
decisions, the planning framework can only be
effective through good governance.
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Measures
Institutional accountability measures will be
tracked and reported on an annual basis to

the Board of Governors and the Mount Royal
community. These measures will track our

progress towards our overall vision of Opening
Minds and Changing Lives. More specific

contributing measures will be established in
the nested plans. While these measures are

quantitative in nature, reporting will provide
qualitative contextualization.

» Total enrolment
» International enrolment
» Indigenous and under-represented students
and employees

» Experiential learning opportunities
» Sense of belonging for students and
employees

» Satisfaction with overall student experience
» Graduation rate
» Graduates employed or enrolled in further
education

» Sponsored research revenue and
expenditures

» Donations
» Community partnerships
» Total revenues, expenditures and Campus
Alberta grant
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